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"Mary is reliably creative. She has great mental 
health meaning she handles the stress that comes 

with product design and development in a sales 
oriented business setting. She is a consummate 

professional. I would hire her again in a heart beat. 
Feel free to call me for more detailed recommen-

dation. John Lee 312 493-1725"
John Lee, President / Founder, Learning Curve 

Brands, Inc. / RC2 / Bambini Partners

“There are a select few designers who have the 
ability to render drawings that can be fully translat-

ed into plush product and Mary stands with those 
few. With a sharp eye for fashion, a thorough 

knowledge of materials and costs, Mary is able to 
ideate, illustrate and oversee plush designs that 

have the potential to be successfully commercial-
ized. Easy to work with, comfortable at taking 

design direction yet confident in expressing her 
own thoughts. She is a great design partner, with 
Marketing and competitive insights, and has my 

unqualified recommendation for any soft toy 
project.”

Gene Muthra, Executive Solutions

"Mary is a highly creative design professional that 
consistently demonstrated the ability to design and 

develop products effectively throughout the 
development process from ideation through 

production."
Adrian Cotirla, Director Product Dev, Infantino

"Mary is an innovative, energetic and highly 
creative designer. She is able to very quickly create 
concepts that are on target with brand direction as 
well as being exciting and fun. Mary's enthusiasm is 
contagious. I would want Mary on my team if I was 
working in another atmosphere which required an 

innovative designer."
Carol Semrad, SPHR, Director Human Resources, 

Learning Curve International

"Mary is energetic, dedicated, and determined. In 
my experience working with her at Learning Curve, 

she was always committed to creating fun, 
innovative and quality products."

Esther Shenberg, Managing Director, RC2 / 
Learning Curve International

“Mary has been a valuable member of my product 
development team, acting as the point person on 
all phases of a product's development. Mary leans 
in towards every aspect of the design sphere - from 
market research & ideation to manufacturing, 
packaging, sales & merchandising and doesn't 
hesitate to take on new challenges to learn more.
Mary's capacity for adapting to change has been 
instrumental in several successful new product 
initiatives including the execution of our #1 selling 
item's redesign last year and first ever Private Label 
brand designed for consumer channel.
Mary works effectively cross-functionally. Within her 
team and across the organization, she enthusiasti-
cally shares insights & experiences as well as 
seeks,values and implements feedback.”
Jennie Kristofferson, Vice President, Marketing & 
Product Development ETA hand2mind

“Mary has the best grasp of both the creative 
process and the development process than 
anyone with whom I've worked. We spent countless 
hours exploring ways to think sideways, including 
unique market excursions to expand our minds.
She is also remarkably receptive to feedback from 
stakeholders and her peers. She works iteratively 
and quickly to find the best available solution and 
is more than willing to fail fast on bad ideas.
Finally, Mary brings joyful energy to the team. She 
lifts others with thoughtful comments and encour-
agement. She volunteers time to cross-train her 
peers on new concepts. She finds synergies across 
boundaries, making everyone feel like a contribu-
tor.”
Dennis Tarwood, Director of Product Development, 
ETA hand2mind, Inc, 

"Mary has an awesome illustration style and 
proficiency for telling a story with her drawings. 
She's a very focused worker and creative with her 
designs. Because of her experience she has a 
wealth of knowledge to draw upon when changes 
and variations to designs are needed."
Steve Rehkemper, CEO Rehkemper I.D
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"I had the pleasure of working with Mary at 
RC2/Learning Curve and when we needed an Art & 

Design Director at SoftPlay, I contacted her right 
away. She knows the toy and juvenile markets very 
well and excels at product innovation. She helped 

SoftPlay to expand our book line by developing 
books that crossed over more into toy, while 

sourcing and managing book illustrators. Mary is 
great at creating product design specifications that 

are detailed and clear. She is a very creative and 
talented designer and illustrator with a real sensibility 

for balancing functionality and aesthetics while 
minimizing product cost. Mary is a dedicated, hard 

worker and it has been a pleasure working with her."
Michelle Underhill, Director of Marketing & PD 

SoftPlay, Inc.

"Mary is a detail oriented designer who takes into 
account all directives, feedback and inspiration. Her 

vision & execution is nothing short of impressive. 
Mary is also very committed to meeting deadlines 

and collaboration with her team."
Virginia Cofer, Project Manager, 

RC2 Corp/Learning Curve

"Mary is, quite simply, one of the best designers I've 
ever had the pleasure to work with. Not only is she 

willing to listen and attentive to details, but also 
comes up with suggestions on how to make any 

project better. On top of that, deadlines are never a 
problem- she's always had any projects of mine/that 

I worked on with her done ahead of time!"
Thomas Most, Sculptor/Owner Mostly Fantasy

Rehkemper Invention & Design

"Mary has been a knowledgeable mentor to me. 
She is a skilled illustrator and is adept at blending 

technology and production with creativity in order 
to produce an effective and engaging product. Her 

ability to impart details, to look ahead and trouble-
shoot, along with her natural artistic abilities, would 

be an asset to any team. She is a solid self-starter 
and a reliable leader, and an all-around valuable 

creative resource."
Karen Zilly, Designer / Illustrator, Studio Zilly

RC2 Corp/Learning Curve, direct report

“Mary was my Supervisor at Learning Curve, Inc. 
where she headed the design of the FeltKids brand 
(among other things). During the time I was there, 
Mary re-invented and unified that brand with 
consistent, thought-out design style and improved 
the product by focusing on creative, open-ended 
storytelling. She paid a lot of attention to detail and 
kept sight of the main objectives of the brand at the 
same time. Also, Mary has a willingness to innovate 
and undertake the challenges associated with 
implementing new ideas. As a Junior Designer, that 
was good for me to see. As a boss, Mary was great! 
She gave me freedom to take some ownership of my 
projects and always provided good advice in a 
friendly way. 
Plus, she likes Dr. Who. Go Mary!”
Sarah Attwood,
Jr designer, RC2 Corp/Learning Curve
direct report

"I have worked on projects as a vendor for Mary 
Lenehan at both Learning Curve/RC2 and Softplay 
Books over the past decade. We have collaborated 
on designs ranging from concept to completion on 
both 2D and 3D projects. Mary is organized, efficient 
and an excellent communicator. She is always a joy 
to work with even on the most challenging of 
projects."
John McDavitt, Owner, McDavitt Design Studio, Inc, 
contractor 

"As a person who has worked with countless design-
ers, art directors and 'creatives' over the years, I can 
truly appreciate the talent level that Mary brings to 
the table. Scribbles on cocktail napkins they are not, 
but rather an elite level of craftsmanship from sketch 
to finished design. I am amazed by her level of 
artistic talent and mostly the product she turns out in 
the time that this fast-paced industry demands. 
Catch her if you can and hold her if you've got 
her...cause she is a rarity in today's business world!"
Richard Weber, President, Webwork Illustration, Inc. 
contractor 
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